Abstract. We present a well-founded semantics for deductive o b j e c toriented database (dood) languages by applying the alternating-xpoint characterization of the well-founded model to them. In order to compute the state sequence, states are explicitly integrated by making them rst-class citizens of the underlying language. The concept is applied to Florid, an implementation of F-Logic, previously supporting only inationary negation. Using our approach, well-founded models of F-Logic programs can be computed. The method is also applicable to arbitrary dood languages which p r o vide a su ciently exible syntax and semantics. Given an implementation of the underlying database language, any program given in this language can be evaluated wrt. the well-founded semantics.
Introduction
The well-founded semantics (WFS) VGRS88] is generally accepted as a sceptical \well-behaved" 2 semantics for logic programs with negation. It assigns a unique, three-valued model W(P) to every program P. The third truth-value unde ned is assigned to atoms which depend negatively on themselves and for which no independent \well-founded" derivation exists. Although several relational database systems now support WFS, this is not the case for dood systems. Existing dood systems are limited to in ationary or strati ed semantics and may bene t from a WFS for the following reasons:
In relational languages the notion of strati cation is based on explicit dependencies between relation symbols. For object-oriented (OO) frameworks, those dependencies are conceptually more involved due to value inheritance, a dynamic class hierarchy, and higher-order features like v ariables at method or class positions. Since strati ed negation is less expressive t h a n w ell-founded negation, certain concepts cannot be expressed in strati ed semantics, most notably the notion of deep equality AdB95] (cf. Section 5) in presence of set values, which is crucial for OO-systems. Another example are argumentation frameworks Dun95] { which inherently require the WFS. ? Supported by grant no. GRK 184/1-97 of the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft. 2 Dix Dix95] formally de nes this notion using certain abstract properties of semantics.
Well-Founded Semantics for Deductive Object-Oriented Database Languages
In this paper, we show h o w W F S can be applied to dood languages, using the well-known alternating-xpoint characterization (AFP) VGRS88, VG93] . For this, analogous to rei cation in relational database languages, a notion of states is incorporated into the modeling, and the program is transformed accordingly. E v aluating the transformed program with the original semantics of the underlying framework yields the WFS of the original program.
The paper is structured as follows: the introduction is completed with an overview of related work and some notational conventions. Section 2 exhibits some problems of strati ed semantics in the OO paradigm. In Section 3, the WFS and its alternating-xpoint c haracterization are reviewed and a formalization of the alternating xpoint c haracterization for the OO paradigm is given. In Section 4, the approach is instantiated for F-Logic. Section 5 illustrates the concept and its application by examples. Section 6 closes with some concluding remarks.
Related Work. To o u r knowledge, none of the existing dood languages supports WFS: For several early logics introducing OO-features like object id's, types/classes, or set-values, e.g. O-Logic Mai86] and its relatives presented in KW93] or CW89] (C-Logic), or ILOG HY90], the semantics of programs is reduced to the semantics of rst-order logic programs via program transformations, but these approaches lack some typical OO-features. COL (complex object language) AG91] extends Datalog by structured values and set constructors, without providing a class hierarchy or inheritance. Its semantics is given in terms of minimal models and strati cation. IQL AK92] p r o vides oid's, set and tuple types corresponding to method applications, and types corresponding to classes where type inheritance corresponds to a subclass hierarchy. There is no value inheritance. IQL is evaluated bottom-up using an in ationary xpoint o perator. LOGRES CCCR + 90] additionally supports multisets, (multiple) value inheritance, and integrity constraints, coming with an in ationary or strati ed semantics. ROL Liu96] is based on the standard notions of objects, methods, and classes. Regarding classes, there is only structural inheritance, but no value inheritance. Thus, strati cation is possible in ROL. Strati ed programs are evaluated wrt. a minimal-model semantics. The semantics of ROLL BPF + 94] is de ned by a mapping to an internal Datalog representation which i s t h e n i n p u t to an SLDNF resolution proof-procedure. Noodle MR93] is based on HiLog and comes with modularly strati ed semantics. In KLW95], F-Logic is de ned with a minimal-model and a perfect model semantics. The Florid implementation provides an in ationary semantics with user-de ned strati cation.
Summarizing, although a number of dood languages have been developed, to our knowledge, none of them provides WFS for handling negation.
Notation. An Object-oriented model is represented by three types of atoms, i.e., method applications, class membership, and the subclass relation. In order to obtain a uniform notation, we will use F-Logic syntax (cf. Section 4) throughout Thus, every application of an inheritable method to an object depends negatively on itself. Consequently, s u c h programs are not strati able. In a full-edged dood framework, there are two additional aspects rendering already simple programs non-strati ed:
If variables are allowed at distinguished positions, i.e., method or class positions in o M!v] resp. o:C, since the variables can potentially be replaced by e v ery symbol, the graph becomes very \dense" and almost all non-trivial programs become non-strati ed. If equalities can be de ned in a framework where entities can simultaneously play the roles of objects, classes, and methods, the result of equating two entities x and y depends on all symbols on which one of them depends. Note that equating is not detectable by static analysis of a program.
In some contexts, a user-de ned strati cation can be applied. However, this approach is also problematic: overlooking certain dependencies can lead to unintended models. Even more important, independent of the chosen framework, there are several problems which are not expressible with strati ed semantics. Two of them, deep equality, and the win-move-game, are sketched in Section 5. 2 J for all j = 1 : : : m g Since J is xed, T J P is a monotone operator. Let ; P (J ) := lfp(T J P ) be its least xpoint. The operator ; P is antimonotone (observe h o w J is used in T J P ), i.e., J 1 J 2 implies ; P (J 2 ) ; P (J 1 ). It follows that ; 2 P (:= ; P ; P ) is a monotone operator. Thus, the even indices in the sequence ; 0 P := ; 1 P ; 2 P : : : form a monotonically growing sequence of underestimates of the true atoms, nally reaching the least xpoint, lfp(; 2 P ), whereas the odd indices form a monotonically decreasing sequence of overestimates, converging against the greatest xpoint gfp(; 2 P ).
Theorem 1 (AFP Characterization, VG93]) For every ground atom A, its truth value in the well-founded model W(P) of a given program P is
true if A 2 lfp(; 2 P ) false if A = 2 gfp(; 2 P ) undef if A 2 gfp(; 2 P )nlfp(; 2 P ): Note that negative dependencies in the translated program are only to the predecessor state and to EDB relations, hence there are no cyclic negative dependencies between state-ground atoms. Thus, using the rewritten program, the WFS can be computed also by systems which do not originally provide a WFS: For every xed state s, a positive program is evaluated, since all negated atoms refer to the { completely evaluated { predecessor state and thus can be regarded as input.
By successively instantiating S with 0 1 2 : : : , precisely the AFP computation is obtained. Given a nite database, the computation nally becomes stationary or 2-periodic, and the well-founded model can be determined from the xpoints. In the sequel, we will exploit this technique in the context of an object-oriented data model. An optimization of AFP has been presented in ZFB97].
Translation into the OO-Paradigm
Although the de nition in VGRS88] i s g i v en in relational cont e x t , i t d o e s n o t depend on the fact that the atoms of the respective logic programs are relational atoms. Thus, the de nition can be carried over to dood languages by generalizing from (implicitely) relational atoms to atoms of an arbitrary deductive language. Then, the handling of single-valued methods, transitivity of class hierarchy, a n d inheritance must be integrated accordingly. Also, the AFP characterization can be carried over.
As presented in Section 3.1, in Datalog, the AFP characterization can be implemented via rei cation, i.e., every n-ary relation p(X 1 : : : X n ) is replaced by a n n+1-ary one, p(S X 1 : : : X n ), where the rst argument holds the state.
In the OO paradigm, the extension by states can be done analogously: Each atom has to be extended (in at least one position) with a state component. Depending on the semantic and syntactic capabilities of the chosen framework, the choice between the above possibilities can be restricted. Especially, \states as objects", \dynamic objects", and \dynamic classes" require variables to appear at method positions: With \states as objects", the objects are methods to states, thus, variables at object positions become variables at method positions. With \dynamic objects" and \dynamic classes", states appear as methods, thus state variables appear as variables at method positions. Both approaches also require object creation, anonymous objects, and anonymous classes.
\Dynamic methods" corresponds directly to rei cation in relational frameworks, but it must be complemented by one of the other approaches to cover also a state-dependent class-membership and class hierarchy.
Alternating Fixpoint i n the Object-Oriented Paradigm
Regarding the method application atoms o m!v], the state component m ust at least be associated with the object or with the method. Due to the fact that is-a atoms (i.e., o:c or c::d) contain only objects and classes, dynamic methods would not be su cient there. Thus, states are associated with objects and classes. This can be done equivalently by states as objects or by dynamic objects and dynamic classes. In both cases, let a S] ] denote the atom a extended by a state S.
Well Negative dependencies in P AFP are only from atoms of one state to atoms of the preceding state and to EDB atoms without state association. Thus, the state sequence provides a local strati cation. The program must now be evaluated accordingly, i.e., one state after another. Thus, the only control needed is to check if a deductive xpoint i s r e a c hed and then starting the next deductive xpoint, a n d t o c heck if the state sequence becomes stationary or 2-periodic, i.e., whether the least and greatest xpoints are computed (which will eventually be the case for nite databases). Then, the computation can be stopped, yielding a nite structure A P . F or arbitrary languages, the required control can be encoded using the in ationary semantics (cf. AHV95, p. 400 ] where it shown how WFS can be computed using while + ). In F-Logic, such c o n trol can be implemented much more directly using its trigger mechanism as will be described in Section 4. If the original program was locally strati ed, W P is total.
In contrast to the relational case, in the object-oriented paradigm there are some semantical intricacies due to the inherent semantics of functional methods and object identity:
8 Especially, if functionality i s m a i n tained by the underlying system (e.g., by equating of objects, or signaling an error), this must be disabled during the AFP computation. In some frameworks { e.g. F-Logic as shown in the subsequent section {, this c a n b e d o n e b y replacing single-valued methods by m ultivalued ones.
Similarly, in the overestimates, the subclass-relation can happen to be cyclic, and the nal result may contain unde ned class-membership atoms.
Summarizing, WFS can be applied to the dood context, but one has to take care about the proper use of the truth-value unde ned. 4 Implementation in F-Logic F-Logic KLW95] is a dood language combining the advantages of deductive databases with the rich modeling capabilities (objects, methods, class hierarchy, Well-Founded Semantics for Deductive Object-Oriented Database Languages 9 non-monotonic inheritance, signatures) of the OO data model. The syntax allows to use variables for oid's, method names, method arguments and results, and class names. The full syntax and semantics is given in KLW95, FLU94]. F-Logic has been implemented in Florid (F-LOgic Reasoning In Databases) FHK + 97] 3 . Here, only the features which are relevant for applying the required program transformations are presented. In brief, the syntax and semantics can be described as follows:
The alphabet of an F-Logic language consists of a set F of object constructors, playing the role of function symbols, a set P of predicate symbols, a set V of variables, several auxiliary symbols, containing ), (, ], , !, !, ! !, ! !, :, and the usual rst-order logic connectives. By convention, object constructors start with lowercase letters whereas variables start with uppercase ones. id-terms are composed from object constructors and variables. They are interpreted as elements of the universe.
In the sequel, let O, C, D, M, X i , V , V i , ScM, a n d MvM denote id-terms.
A method a p p l i c ation is an expression M@(X 1 : : : X k ). if M@(X 1 : : : X k ) is a method application and O is an id-term, the path expression O:(M@(X 1 : : : X k )), denoting the object resulting from applying M@(X 1 : : : X k ) to O, is an id-term. This results in an anonymous object which is created when some object atom O:M@(X 1 : : : X k ) : : : ] is de ned. A predicate atom is an expression of the form p(X 1 : : : X n ) where p 2 P .
Formulas are built from F-Logic's atoms, i.e., is-a assertions, object atoms, and predicate atoms by rst-order logic connectives.
An F-Logic rule is a logic rule h b over F-Logic's atoms.
An F-Logic program is a set of rules. In Florid, F-Logic programs are evaluated wrt. in ationary xpoint semantics, additionally, user-de ned strati cation is supported. Non-monotonic inheritance is implemented via a trigger mechanism in a deduction precedes inheritance manner which is described in the next section to implement the state sequence. We exploit this mechanism to obtain a concise implementation of the state sequence.
Programming the State Sequence in F-Logic.
In F-Logic, the state-by-state evaluation can be enforced using its trigger mechanism which allows insertion of atoms into the database after a deductive xpoint has been reached. Originally, t h i s mechanism is used to implement nonmonotonic inheritance: Non-monotonic inheritance of a property from a class to an object takes place if a) it is inheritable, and b) no other property c a n b e derived for the object. Thus, inheritance is done after pure deduction: xpoint computation and inheriting one fact at a time alternate until an outer xpoint is reached.
This mechanism can be utilized to de ne a sequence of deductive xpoint computations by de ning a set of inheritable methods which \trigger" the next computation: By de ning a class state which provides an inheritable boolean method ready, the sequential computation of states can be controlled (see Table   1 For every state s, its IDB is computed via deduction when s becomes a memberof state. Additionally, e i t h e r s. running!true] is derived (trivially for odd s, or due to new atoms in the underestimate if s is even), or the method running remains unde ned for s. Since deduction precedes inheritance, when the computation of a state s is completed, s ready!true] is inherited, a n d , i f running is still unde ned, also s running!false] is inherited. Depending on s.running, either the computation is continued by making s+1 the next state and starting the computation of s+1, or the subsequent deduction step derives s: nal.
Due to the higher-order syntax of F-Logic, the xpoint c heck can be implemented in a very generic way, using variables at object, method, argument, and class-positions: 
AFP Transformation
Equality, Scalar Methods. For scalar methods, functionality is enforced in F-Logic, i.e., if two atoms are derived assigning di erent objects as results of a method application to an object, e.g., john spouse!mary] and john spouse!jane], those objects are equated. To get around unintended equating of objects due to di erent values of a method application to an object in overestimates, scalar methods are encoded as multivalued methods during the computation.
De nition 1 The operator which transforms scalar methods into multivalued methods is de ned as follows, marking transformed methods by #: is the identity on is-a atoms, is-subclass atoms, predicate atoms, and object atoms handling multivalued methods. For object atoms handling scalar methods, Then, the rules shown in Table 1 Depending on the application, there can be several ways how to retranslate the well-founded model to the original signature, dealing with the requirements of scalar methods and the interpretation of unde nedness. The straightforward case is, when a) the well-founded model is total, and b) the functionality o f s c a l a r methods is satis ed. Then, the following rules extract a total F-structure over the signature of the original program from the alternating-xpoint computation: In this section, we illustrate the approach w i t h t wo t ypical examples 4 .
Win-Move Games
An object-oriented formulation of the win-move game (cf. Example 1) where the move relation is assumed to be given as EDB is P := fgame win! !X] move(X,Y), not game win! !Y].g
The translated P AFP program comprises the rules given in Table 1 An important application of win-move games is the area of argumentation frameworks Dun95].
Deep Equality
In an object-oriented framework, objects are called deep-equal, if they cannot be distinguished by looking at their values, possibly dereferencing the oid's appearing therein and doing this recursively, also called \pointer-chasing" (cf. AdB95]). Deep equality is the coarsest equivalence relation among objects satisfying the requirement t h a t t wo objects are equivalent i f t h e i r v alues are.
In AdB95] it is shown that, provided that there are no set values, deepequality is expressible with strati ed negation, for instance with the rules shown in Table 2 the strati cation is given by EDB not deep eq deep eq. (The rules are presented in the state-extended form for further usage.)
Two objects are not deep equal, if they are either di erent basic values, or one is a member (or a subclass) of a class where the other is no member (resp. subclass), or there is a method application which is de ned for only one of the objects under consideration, or if there is a method application which results in di erent objects which a r e not deep-equal. Then, two objects are deep equal, if with the above c haracteristics, it cannot be proven that they are not deep-equal. The rules of Tables 1, 2 , and 3 together compute deep-equality in presence of multivalued methods with the WFS.
In case a signature contains no multivalued methods, the well-founded model is total, and coincides with the strati ed model obtained by t h e rules given in Table 2 .
Otherwise, if a signature contains multivalued methods, the above rules induce cyclic dependencies of the form \a is not deep-equal to b if c is not deepequal to d", and \c is not deep-equal to d if a is not deep-equal to b". Then, there can be no well-founded argumentation that the respective objects are deep-equal. If there is also no well-founded argumentation that these objects are not deepequal, the respective deep-equalities are unde ned in the well-founded model. Note, that if two objects are not deep-equal, there is a well-founded derivation for this fact. Thus, if W(deep eq(x,y)) = undef , x and y are actually deep-equal.
The well-founded model is evaluated as follows (note that since with s: nal, s is even, thus t = s{1 is odd, representing an overestimate):
deep eq(X,Y) deep eq(T,X,Y), S: nal, S = T + 1.
Deductive Equality. Furthermore, from the deductive p o i n t o f v i e w , t wo objects can also be distinguished by looking at their occurrences as results of method applications, corresponding to following references in the inverse direction. A ner equivalence relation, deductive equality is de ned as shown in Table 4 . Here again, unde ned atoms can be interpreted as true:
ded eq(X,Y) ded eq(T,X,Y), S: nal, S = T + 1.
Theorem 3 Two objects are d e ductive equivalent i they cannot be distinguished by any program which does not refer to object id's. Then, b and c resp. d and e are deep-equal, although they are not deductive-equal (since a next!b], b u t c is not the result of next applied to any object which i s deductive-equal to a). If a is removed, W(deep eq(b,c)) = W(deep eq(d,e)) = true, and W(ded eq(b,c)) = W(ded eq(d,e)) = undef due to the cyclic dependency. Here, the above-mentioned policy to interpret unde ned atoms as true becomes important.
6 Conclusion
The work shows that the translation of well-founded semantics and its alternatingxpoint c haracterization to deductive object-oriented database languages is possible and yields a reasonable semantics. There are several problems due to objectoriented features, such as scalar methods and object identity, or unde nedness in class-membership. We suspect that this is the reason that until now, no deductive object-oriented framework came up with a well-founded semantics. We h a ve shown that those problems can be described and solved in a model-theoretic, generic way. Thus, given a problem and a speci cation how to deal with different assignments to scalar methods and how t o i n terpret unde ned atoms, a semantics wrt. those parameters based on the well-founded model is uniquely determined and e ectively computable. The approach can be applied to arbitrary dood languages.
Since there are several problems which are not expressible using only stratied negation, our approach m a k es this class of problems amenable to deductive object-oriented database languages.
